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Abstract: This paper examines the extended concept of the splitting graph of a graph  in two ways called 
as Edge-Vertex Splitting Graph and Edge-Edge splitting graph. We obtained relations connecting a graph 
and its new classes of splitting graphs in the cases of number of vertices and edges, number of triangles, 
degree of the vertices, coloring number, covering number, independent number, planarity and non-
planarity. 
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1. Introduction: Notations and terminologies are followed from [2]. In an undirected Graph , 
for each vertex  of a graph , take a new vertex . Join  to all the adjacent vertices of . The resulting 
graph is called splitting graph by Sampathkumar and Walikar [7]. Let us call this graph as Vertex-Vertex 
splitting graph of  and denote it by .In [7],the authors obtained relations connecting a graph and 
its splitting graph in the cases of number of vertices, edges, number of triangles, degree of the vertices, 
coloring number, covering number, independent number, planarity and non-planarity. Using splitting 
graphs, Rajendran and Aravamudhan [6] derived a number of results in antipodal graphs. In [3], 
Gapobianco et.al studied some quadratic equations. They have given some solutions to the equation

. Rajendran and Aravamudhan [6] have given some more solutions for this equation and generalized the 
results to the equation  where  is the diameter of  which involves splitting graphs. In this view 
of splitting graphs, Line splitting graph has been introduced by Kulli et. al.  [4]. Interestingly, Degree 
splitting graphs, Line degree Splitting graphs were explored in [1],[5]& [8].We addressed in getting new 
operated graph from the original graph in this similar sense. For each edge  connecting two vertices  

and  of a Graph , add a new vertex . Join  to  and . The resulting graph is called Edge-Vertex 

splitting graph and is denoted by . In section 2, properties observed. In section 3, another 
graph by replacing an edge of a graph by cycle of length 4 introduced and studied. Such a resulting graph 
is called Edge-Edge splitting graph and denoted by . Replacing an edge by a cycle on more vertices 
is similar to strengthening a specific skilled team with more people to work for same purpose in any service 
providing sector in any network analysis. Optimizing the efficiency of a network by enlarging the working 
circle is a point of keen interest and is omnipresent wall to wall. With this motivation, these two new 
classes of splitting graphs were introduced. 

 
2. Edge-Vertex Splitting graph 
Definition 2.1: Let be a simple, undirected graph. For every edge  connecting two vertices of 

, introduce a vertex  and join it to the two end vertices of . And call such a set of newly introduced 
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vertices as  and a set of newly introduced edges as .The Edge-Vertex Splitting graph is a graph on 
 vertex set and its edge set is . Here we replace an edge by a cycle of length 3.The graph obtained 

from  by replacing an edge by is called Edge-Vertex Splitting graph of  and is denoted by . 
 
The following observations were made from the definition of Edge-Vertex Splitting graph. 
 
Proposition 2.2: If  is a  graph, then  is  graph. 
 

Proposition 2.3: In , for any vertex ,   is twice its degree in  and degree of  always. 
 
Proposition 2.4: If  has  triangles, then  has  triangles. 
 

Theorem 2.5: For a Edge-Vertex Splitting graph, 
Proof: As  is an induced subgraph of , introduce the new color to the vertices of the set . And 
all such  vertices are non adjacent. With that way, coloring number of  is raised with value 1 from 
that of . 
 
Theorem 2.6: If  is Planar, then  is Planar. 
Proof: For a Planar Graph , every block is planar. By the construction of from , it is planar with 
every face as triangle. 
 
Theorem 2.7: If  is Eulerian, then  is Eulerian graph. 
Proof: The Eulerian circuit of  can be extended so which will cover the  edges and hence becomes an 
eulerian circuit of . 
 
Theorem 2.8: If  is Hamiltonian, then  is Hamiltonian. 
Proof: Let  be a hamiltonian circuit in .It is an induced subgraph of . Exactly removing the edge 

 that joins any two vertices  of  and adding the path connecting  via  will produce a 
hamiltonian circuit in . 
 
Theorem 2.9:For an Edge-Vertex Splitting graph, the edge chromatic number . 
Proof: In , the edge set is . Every edge in  incident with a path of length 2 containing edges 
of .Hence the proof. 
 
Theorem 2.10: The vertex independence number of an Edge-Vertex Splitting graph  . 
 
Proof: The independent set of vertices in  is . These are the vertices introduced for every edge of 

.Hence the proof. 
 
3. Edge-Edge Splitting graph 
Definition 3.1: Let  be a simple, undirected graph. For every edge  connecting two 
vertices  of , introduce an edge  and join  to ,  to . Call a set of newly introduced 
vertices as  and a set of newly introduced edges as 

.The Edge-Edge Splitting graph is a graph on  vertex set and its edge set 
is . Here we replace an edge by cycle of length 4.The graph obtained from by replacing an edge 
by  is called Edge-Edge splitting graph of  and is denoted by . 
 
The following observations were made from definition of Edge-Edge Splitting graph. 
 
Proposition 3.2: If  is a  graph, then  is  graph. 
Proposition 3.3: In , for any vertex ,   is twice its degree in  and degree of vertices 
in  equal to 2 always. 
With the similar argument as in the case of ,we can prove the following theorems. 
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Theorem3.4: If  is Planar,  is Planar. 
 

Theorem 3.5: If  is Hamiltonian, then  is Hamiltonian. 
 
Theorem 3.6: If  is Eulerian, then  is Eulerian graph. 
 

Theorem 3.7: For every graph , the chromatic number . 
Proof: The proper coloring of  can be extended to the proper coloring in  by the following way. 
Let  be the adjacent vertices of  colored with colors  and . Respected  will be the vertices in 

 which are at distance 1 and 2 from . Hence coloring  with the color  and  with the color , this 
extended proper coloring required no more new colors. Thus, . 
 
Theorem 3.8: For a Edge-Edge Splitting graph, the edge chromatic number, 

 

Proof:  is twice as that of .With this observation,  colors can applied when  
and otherwise along  colors, an assignment of  more colors to the edges of type  or  in 

, one color to each edge, such that adjacent edges are of different colors achieved. 
 
These two new classes of splitting graphs involve a replacement of an edge by cycles. Following literature 
properties of a graph related to cycles can be observed further on , . A graph is chordal if it 
does not contain an induced cycle of length at least four. A graph free from odd cycles will be a bipartite 
graph. A bipartite graph is chordal bipartite if it does not contain an induced cycle of length at least six. 
We record the following observations. 
 
Observation 3.9: If  is chordal graph, then  is chordal. 
 
Observation 3.10: If  is bipartite, then  is bipartite and it is chordal bipartite if and only if 

or a tree or a complete bipartite graph. 
 
4. Conclusion: We introduced two new classes of splitting graphs. Some important properties were 
studied. There is several extension of this work that could constitute future research related to these 
graphs. 
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